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ABSTRACT 

Futsal has now become the right choice to play a soccer game because futsal can be said to be a 

simplified version of football because futsal can be played with fewer players than football from 

each team and a smaller field. Internet technology and web technology can be used as tools for 

time operations, for example, online scheduling and ordering systems that can access them 

anywhere and anytime. Meteor Futsal Court And Billiard is a futsal field and billiard table rental 

service provider located in the city of Yogyakarta. In the futsal field rental transaction system, 

Meteor Futsal Court And Billiard has not used and utilized web media as a means of support and 

marketing so it is still a bit difficult and inconvenient for customers . Objective From the case of 

problems that occur, it is urgently needed a system that is able to manage the futsal field ordering 

system so that it can facilitate services at Meteor Futsal Court And Billiards. The ordering service 

process still uses telephone or whatsapp media or customers come directly to the place to place 

an order. Customer results are not only a source of income for Meteor futsal, but also a long-term 

revenue asset, therefore optimizing profits and customer satisfaction. The programming languages 

that will be used are HTML, PHP and MySQL which are used as databases. With this application, 

it is hoped that customers can easily use and access information about the field schedule and make 

reservations for the Meteor futsal field more easily, thus the loyalty of customers from Meteor 

futsal can be maintained and maintained so that they will not switch to other futsal rentals. 
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